
With the rising demand for vaccines to tackle the COVID-19 pandemic to resume the economic activities,
vaccination schemes have been launched throughout the city. In light of this, society is facing the dilemma
between private cost and social benefit.

Regarding the negative externality, with the uncertainties of reaction brought by the chemicals, most
citizens accentuate their opportunity cost of side effects to health. The higher the risk to health, the lower
the inoculation rate. Thereby, more shops stop operating under the lockdown of the city due to the outbreak
of pandemic, creating social costs which consist of loss in profit and real output as well as rise in
unemployment rate and government expenses to subsidize the market and the sector of public health. As
extra loss is brought to the society without paying any compensation, external cost exists and causes social
cost to exceed private cost which results in deadweight loss and inefficiency because the total social
surplus does not maximise.

In the aspect of positive externality, vaccination not only protects citizens against the coronavirus, but it
can also boost the herd immunity among the community. For the private benefit, citizens can be immunized
to the virus under the protection of vaccines, and hence proliferation of diseases is reduced which helps
lowering their opportunity cost. At the same time, social benefits will be created. The higher the
vaccination rate, the lower the risk of being infected. Thus, economic activities including tourism and the
catering industry can return to normal. Therefore, consumption expenditure, investment as well as GDP
can be raised. However, as their actions bring beneficial effects to the public without receiving any
rewards, external benefits exist. Since the divergence between marginal private benefit and marginal social
benefit exists and MPB is smaller than MSB, underproduction and deadweight loss are created.

While citizens’ options affect the society in diverse ways, how to capture the potential gain and DWL
comes into another spotlight. For the government measures, subsidies including transportation allowance in
Taiwan and lottery prize in the US to citizens as well as ‘vaccine bubble’ to catering business in HK are
launched. By doing so, private benefit of the public increases, so that the divergence between private and
social benefit can be narrowed to eliminate the DWL. Moreover, the government can also carry out quality
control on the vaccine to lower fake news among the society and a general report following the
vaccinators’ response to minimize information cost to the public in order to boost their incentives.
However, government policy is necessary only if it is forceful enough to lower the transaction cost of
negotiation, and bargaining. Otherwise, doing nothing will be preferred as the market can attain
equilibrium itself.

On the other hand, since the governmental restriction causes the companies to end earlier or stop operating,
underproduction exists. To capture the potential benefit behind, market solutions like lucky draws with flat
and flight tickets giveaways to vaccinators are provided by the market as rewards to raise MPB to MSB to
promote general’s incentive to take vaccines. As the higher the inoculation rate means larger desire from
the public to consume and invest, companies are thus willing to provide rewards to encourage citizens to
get vaccines in order to maximize their profit. By doing so, the private benefit of the public increases, so
that the divergence between private and social benefit is eliminated and market equilibrium can be
obtained. Yet, the above action only exists with essential conditions when potential benefit to the market is
large enough to cover the extra cost from their provision of services.
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